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June 8, 2020 

British Columbia Utilities Commission 

Suite 410 

900 Howe Street 

Vancouver, BC  V6Z 2N3 

Attention: Ms. Marija Tresoglavic, Acting Commission Secretary and Manager, 

Regulatory Services 

Re:  Extension of ICBC’s COVID-19 Relief Measures 

Dear Ms. Tresoglavic: 

ICBC, in conjunction with Government, has determined that it would be appropriate to seek 

British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) approval to extend the COVID-19 relief for a 

further 60 days.  Accordingly, ICBC writes to propose an amendment to ICBC’s Application in 

Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic (Application), specifically to change the requested end 

date of the temporary COVID-19 relief measures to August 20, 2020 (Extension Period).  ICBC 

respectfully requests that the interim approval be similarly extended so as to allow time for 

the BCUC to consider the amended request and accommodate a revised timetable for final 

submissions (see Section C). 

The three proposed measures are unchanged from the original Application, as is the rationale 

for the measures and the associated benefits to customers.  ICBC provided information on 

the financial impacts of the initial 60-day period (Initial Period) in response to information 

requests as recently as last Wednesday.  The only additional information necessary for the 

BCUC to consider the proposed extension is the expected financial impact of the extension, 

which is discussed below (see Section A).  ICBC still expects to collect enough premium to 

cover costs during the Extension Period, such that the measures remain appropriate and 

consistent with accepted actuarial practice (see section B).   

In light of the limited new information necessary for the BCUC to consider the extension, ICBC 

is proposing to move directly to final submissions, albeit based on a revised timetable. 

A. The Financial Impact of the Extension Period is Consistent with the Initial

Period

In its Application, during the virtual oral hearing, and in responses to information requests, 

ICBC indicated that the estimated financial impact of waiving the cancellation charge for the 

initial 60-day period is approximately $2.0 million to $2.5 million.  ICBC anticipates a similar 

number of policy cancellations for the Extension Period (between 65,000 and 75,000), which 

equates to a further estimated $2.0 million lost income, for a total of $4.0 million to 

$4.5 million to August 20, 2020.   
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The impact from foregone premium for allowing customers to deliver medical supplies and 

food in their current rate classes continues to be unknown, since it is not possible to know 

the number of customers that would make that change with their broker.1  

 

The financial impacts associated with fleet customers switching to rate class 919 also remains 

unknown.  A full financial analysis cannot be undertaken until these fleets put their vehicles 

back on the road, as described in 2020.1 COVID19 BCOAPO.2.1.   

 

During the process, ICBC has described how the financial impacts associated with the initial 

60-day period are directionally offset by the combined effect of reduced claims volume, 

reduced premiums, and customers’ choices to remove coverage and change rate classes.  The 

following statement from ICBC’s response to 2020.1 COVID19 IBC.5.1-8 also remains 

accurate:  

 

Since these initiatives are only valid until June 21, 2020 there will be no impact 

to premiums beyond fiscal year 2021.  These initiatives should have little to no 

impact on outstanding liabilities and only a minor impact on total equity and 

the MCT ratio.  While there is an unfavourable impact to ICBC’s financial 

situation, the impact of the three proposals on the future forecast is expected 

to be minimal.  The financial impacts of the three proposals were calculated 

specifically for the purpose and time period of this Application. 

 

The same is true for the Extension Period.  The financial impact of these three measures 

continues to be minimal relative to the Basic insurance business as a whole, with a current 

combined forecast for the initial 60-day period and the Extension Period being approximately 

$4.0 million to $4.5 million.  ICBC is still of the view that these initiatives should have little to 

no impact on outstanding liabilities, total equity, and the MCT ratio. 

 

B.  Extending the Measures Continues to be in Accordance with Accepted 

Actuarial Practice 

 

In the hearing, Ms. Aimers explained that, while there are many different aspects to accepted 

actuarial practice, at a high level it is intended to allow ICBC to collect sufficient revenue to 

pay its cost for Basic insurance.2  The overall impacts of this pandemic are currently 

unknown;3 however, ICBC has observed “declines in traffic volume and claim counts or claim 

costs”,4 which are also offset by declines in premium revenue as customers cancel their 

insurance, drop coverage or change their vehicle use.5  Ms. Aimers noted the proposed 

measures directionally align costs and revenues:  

 

[W]hile ICBC does not have sufficient information at this time to undertake a 

complete actuarial analysis, as it would with a full revenue requirements 

application or a rate design application, at a high level the three proposals taken 

together would in response to COVID-19 help to balance premium revenue with 

claim costs and expenses for Basic insurance during the period of the 

pandemic.6 

                                                           
1 See ICBC’s response to 2020.1 COVID19 BCOAPO.1.2. 
2 TR, p. 18, l. 23 - p. 19, l.3 (Aimers). 
3 TR, p. 10, ll. 14-18 (Aimers). 
4 TR, p. 19, ll. 7-9 (Aimers).   
5 TR, p. 19, ll. 9-13 (Aimers).  See also 2020.1 COVID19 BCOAPO.3.2 and 2020.1 COVID19 BCOAPO.3.3-5.  The 
impact of COVID-19 on claims and premiums is described in greater detail on pp. 3-5 of the ICBC’s May 14, 2020 
Report “Impacts of COVID-19 pandemic on ICBC”, which is linked in the response to 2020.1 COVID19 BCOAPO.3.2. 
6 TR, p. 19, ll. 19-26 (Aimers). 
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These points are equally applicable to the Extension Period, such that Ms. Aimers confirms 

that the extension is in accordance with accepted actuarial practice.  

 

C.  Moving Directly to Final Submissions on Revised Timeline is Fair and 

Efficient 

 

ICBC is not changing any of the proposals in its COVID-19 Application; the rationale for each 

remains the same and ICBC’s evidence to date remains accurate.  The only additional 

information necessary is the financial impact of the Extension Period and confirmation that 

the extension accords with accepted actuarial practice, both of which have been provided 

above.  Therefore, ICBC believes that it is appropriate to continue with the current regulatory 

process as set out in Order G-117-20.  However, ICBC is proposing a small adjustment in the 

regulatory timetable to provide the BCUC with time to consider the amendment.  Accordingly, 

ICBC is proposing to file its written Final Argument on June 16, with Intervener Final 

Arguments due on June 22, and ICBC’s Reply Argument on June 25.  

 

As an alternative, in the event that the BCUC requires more information requests, ICBC 

submits that they should be restricted to the two new pieces of information identified in the 

previous paragraph.   

 

D.  Conclusion and Order Sought 

 

The unique circumstances of this pandemic has necessitated a flexible approach by ICBC in 

terms of its response.  ICBC acknowledges that this, in turn, creates challenges for the BCUC 

in managing the associated regulatory process.  ICBC believes that this letter provides the 

information necessary for the BCUC to consider the extension, and that the information 

provided demonstrates that the extension is just and reasonable for the same reasons as 

discussed throughout this proceeding.  The next step in the process should still be closing 

submissions.   

 

ICBC has included a draft interim order as Attachment A and an amended Basic Insurance 

Tariff page for endorsement as Attachment B.  

 

Yours truly, 

 

 
Angela Wright 

Manager, Corporate Regulatory Affairs 

/avg  

 

Cc: Bill Carpenter, Vice President, Insurance, ICBC 

 

Attachments  
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ORDER NUMBER 

G-xx-20 
 

IN THE MATTER OF 
the Utilities Commission Act, RSBC 1996, Chapter 473 

 
and 

 
the Insurance Corporation Act, RSBC 1996, Chapter 228, as amended 

 
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 

ICBC’s Application in Response to the Covid-19 Pandemic  
 

BEFORE: 
D. M. Morton, Panel Chair 
T. A. Loski, Commissioner 

B. A. Magnan, Commissioner 
 
 

On June __, 2020 
 

ORDER 
WHEREAS: 
 
A. On April 16, 2020, the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC) filed an application with the 

British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) requesting interim and final approval of the following 
temporary measures to provide relief to Basic insurance policyholders in response to the novel 
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic (Application):  

1. Waive cancellation charges on non-fleet owner’s certificates;  

2. Permit fleet customers to suspend their Basic insurance and obtain a refund without 
the need to cancel their Basic insurance by amending the use of Rate Class 919 and 
temporarily transferring fleet certificates to Rate Class 919; and  

3. Permit customers currently insured in Rate Classes 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 007, 021, 
022, 023, 024, 027, 051 and 055 to temporarily use their vehicles for delivering food and 
medical products during the pandemic without charging additional premiums or 
changing rate classes;  

B. ICBC stated that the Application was filed in response to BCUC letter L-14-20 dated March 23, 2020 
requesting that ICBC consider further ways to provide relief to Basic insurance policyholders who 
may be experiencing financial challenges due to the pandemic;  
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C. ICBC proposed that the approvals sought remain in effect for a period of 60 days from the date of 
BCUC’s interim order with the option for ICBC to apply to the BCUC to extend the end date of the 
temporary measures, as required;  

D. ICBC requested that the approvals sought be granted on an expedited, interim and non-refundable 
basis in order to provide immediate assistance to customers, pending further BCUC review. ICBC 
acknowledges that interim approvals are normally granted on a refundable basis, but submits that 
its proposal to grant the interim order on a non-refundable basis is just and reasonable for the 
following reasons:  

1. These are exceptional and unique circumstances;  

2. There is an administrative burden, as well as a cost, associated with reversing manual 
or system changes implemented as a result of an interim order; and  

3. Attempting to collect cancellation charges/additional Basic insurance premiums from 
relief provided based on interim approval may be difficult, would run counter to the 
intention of assisting customers to manage their insurance needs and costs in this time 
of financial and economic hardship and would not likely garner public support.  

E. On April 17, 2020, the BCUC issued questions to ICBC regarding the Application;  

F. On April 21, 2020, the BCUC held a virtual oral hearing, without notice, regarding the Application;  

G. On April 22, 2020, by Order G-92-20, the BCUC granted interim and non-refundable approval of the 
measures outlined in Recital A of this Order, effective April 23, 2020 to June 21, 2020; 

H. On June 8, 2020, after ICBC filed responses to information requests but before final submissions, 
ICBC filed a letter amending its Application to extend the end date by a further 60 days, being 
August 22, 2020, and seeking to extend the interim order for the same period to accommodate an 
extended procedural timetable.   

NOW THEREFORE pursuant to sections 59 to 61 and 91 of the Utilities Commission Act, the BCUC orders 
as follows:  
 
1.  The interim and non-refundable approval granted by Order G-92-20 is extended to August 22, 2020.  
 
2.  ICBC must publish notice of its amended request on its Twitter, Facebook and other social media 

platforms by no later than ____, 2020.  
 
4.  The regulatory timetable is amended as shown in Appendix A to this order. 
 
DATED at the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, this ____ day of June 2020. 
 
BY ORDER 
 
D. M. Morton 
Commissioner  
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Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 
Basic Insurance Tariff 

 Basic Insurance Premiums Page 2A 
First Revision Effective: June 22, 2020 

 

Amended Effective: June 22, 2020  Accepted: __________________________  
 
 
Interim Order: ________________  Commission Secretary: __________________________ 

2.B.1 COVID-19 Temporary Basic Insurance Tariff Amendments 

Despite anything else in this Basic Insurance Tariff for the period April 23, 2020 up to and 

including August 20, 2020:  

a) ICBC shall, upon application in the appropriate form by the person named on the 
owner’s certificate, refund to the applicant the amount determined in accordance with 
section 2.H.1(d) but without subtracting the lesser of $30 and the amount of premium 
that would otherwise be refunded.   
 

b) A vehicle rated in rate class 001, 002, 003, 004, 007, or 051 may without restriction to 
the number of days in a calendar month and without changing the rate class, be used 
under rate class 013 for delivery of: 
 

i. food from a full-service restaurant, limited-service eating place, community food 
service, grocery store, convenience store, pet and feed supply store, veterinary 
service, or registered charitable organization as an employee or owner of that 
business or organization; or 

ii. medical supplies from a pharmacy, medical supply store, drug store, pet and 
feed supply store, veterinary service, or registered charitable organization as an 
employee or owner of that business or organization. 

 
c) A vehicle rated in rate class 005, 021, 022, 023, 024, 027 or 055 as those rate classes 

were described in the Basic Insurance Tariff effective on August 31, 2019 may, without 
restriction to the number of days in a calendar month and without changing the rate 
class, be used under rate class 013 for delivery of: 
 

i. food from a full-service restaurant, limited-service eating place, community food 
service, grocery store, convenience store, pet and feed supply store, veterinary 
service, or registered charitable organization as an employee or owner of that 
business or organization; or 

ii. medical supplies from a pharmacy, medical supply store, drug store, pet and 
feed supply store, veterinary service or registered charitable organization as an 
employee or owner of that business or organization. 

 
d) Except for vehicles rated in rate class 902, a vehicle in a fleet with a valid owner’s 

certificate may have its rate class amended to rate class 919. 
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